Abstract: Mauritius, a small island developing state (SIDS), has an approved government-issued smart city framework geared at facilitating the development of smart cities through an application of Internet of things. In an attempt to move away from privately-operated urban developments in the form of newly built smart cities, an alternate framework has been proposed by Allam and Newman to redefine this timely concept for existing cities with the main dimensions being metabolism, culture, and governance. This new framework focuses on liveability and sustainability that builds on the cultural and historical dimensions of existing cities. This study adds to the redefined smart city paradigm by proposing a new pillar in the form of smart tourism for the city of Port Louis, Mauritius. This paper reviews models of smart tourism and explores how this can be grafted to the Allam and Newman’s smart city model. The findings of this study seek to inform policy makers on alternate and the more relevant economic potential of smart tourism for the city of Port Louis.
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1. Introduction

As the concept of a smart city gains traction globally, it has been observed that this concept has predominantly been driven by the private sector, and hence is concentrated in the real estate arena [1–5]. In particular, as Barkham, Bokhari, and Saiz [2] explain, this concept has increased the potential for city managers to counter challenges, such as housing affordability, increased traffic, biodiversity loss, and security issues, amongst others, that are prompted by the increasing urban population, and parallel rapid urbanisation. Interestingly, the attractiveness of cities is often increased through effective branding and characterization identity-making strategies because the concept attracts improved real estate profitability [6].

However, beyond the real estate dimension, technology inherent to the smart city concept has been proven to have the potential in boosting other dimensions of the city [7,8]. For example, sectors, like culture and tourism, can be oriented to foster increased liveability and to strengthen the resilience of urban fabric especially in regards to job creation, employment, increased revenues, and in promoting other associated sectors [9]. Cities like Singapore and Kuala Lumpur have capitalized on their ‘smart’ brand to position themselves as international tourist attractions, a strategy that has helped them grow their economies exponentially [10,11]. ‘Touristification’ has thereupon been re-cast to benefit these two nations through enhanced technological throughputs and synergies. For instance, the availability of numerous smart devices, sensors, systems, and advanced technologies, such as the Internet of Things...
IoT), big data, and artificial intelligence, allows for real-time solutions and actions to different issues in the city [12–14].

These technologies are vital in improving transport and communication infrastructures, improving human security and safety, allowing for interlinkages of different services, and in improving the ‘sustainability’ or ‘liveability’ status of the city [15]. All of these initiatives help in building both a brand and a lifestyle that many tourists and residents alike seek out. Liberato et al. [16] argue that with such improvements, the ‘customer experience’ is improved, and the attraction and retention of people becomes easier. All of which helped in moulding a conducive environment for foreign direct investments (FDIs), which includes investment in the hospitality industry that is the cornerstone of the tourism sector.

One specific area that has the potential to benefit from smart technologies is the cultural and creative industries [17–19]. This sector plays a critical role in job creation, employment, and in the economic growth of cities. However, technologies associated to smart cities need to be re-calibrated to benefit the urban fabric while promoting its cultural attributes [20]. This is especially so when it is aligned with technologies that support the interlinkage of different components and availability of massive data that is generated from different smart components once installed [21]. With data and information, industry benefits by increasing productivity brought about by having access to specialists and a skilled labour force derived from innovations enabled by technology, including, above all, from the availability and access to information and resources that would not normally be enabled otherwise.

This paper offers a review of the literature and proposes smart tourism as a new pillar for Allam and Newman’s [17] redefined smart city paradigm. The findings of this study seek to inform policy makers on the economic and social developmental potential of smart tourism for the city of Port Louis in Mauritius.

2. Smart Cities, Culture, and Tourism in Mauritius

Mauritius, a small island developing state (SIDS), with a land area of 2040 km², is located in the middle of the Indian Ocean. This SIDS boasts a highly diverse ethnicity owing to its colonial past. Evolving from a monocrop economy in the early 1960s to a diverse economy, Mauritius has seen a boost in its GDP from US$4.869 billion in the year 2000 to US$13.34 billion in 2017 with the tourism industry contributing 23.8% to Mauritius’ total GDP for 2017. This contribution is expected to reach 26.1% by 2028 [22]. This growth in tourism has also been accompanied with a prominent development and visual transformation of the landscape and architecture disciplines and policies within the government of Mauritius. One key precedent has been the introduction of a smart city framework that offers fiscal and non-fiscal incentives for promoters that seek to convert green-fields into smart cities under the banner of work, live, and play [4,23]. However, Allam and Newman [17] have gone beyond the mainstream market-centred smart city paradigm applied by Mauritius and proposed a redefined smart city model based upon the pillars of culture, metabolism, and governance. This latter model is geared essentially towards sustainably boosting liveability in existing cities.

One key dimension missing in the Allam and Newman model, but which is a hallmark feature of most SIDS economies, is tourism. The tourism industry pervades into all aspects of a SIDS society more than any other industry [24], and improper tourism development can disrupt the main economic, social, and environmental fabric of a SIDS society [25]. Gunn [24] has observed that the need for a shared vision and action plan of all stakeholders is required to ensure the successful implementation of sustainable tourism development. Sustainable development is essentially linked to development that caters for the present needs without jeopardising the ability of future generations to do the same [26]. Literature links sustainable development to social, economic, and environmental dimensions of development [27], and circular economies [26,28]. However, in the case of tourism, there are calls for involving residents at all stages of development for community based tourism [29].

As pointed out by Scheyvens and Momsen [30], SIDS are amongst the most dependent nations upon tourism for their economies, and it is the only industry which has shown continuous growth
historically in many SIDS. However, there is a relative gap in policies in SIDS in providing for better development through tourism [30,31].

There have been calls for promoting domestic tourism in SIDS to ensure sustainability in the sector [32], while other studies have commended the need for considering market needs to ensure economic viability and environmental sustainability of the tourism industry [33]. Nonetheless, these authors recognise the “very limited” evidence of the robustness of actual adaptations measures. There have been monitoring studies for sustainable tourism development in a specific island [34], and there has been one instance in which the tourism industry, comprising a sustainable development industry exemplar for all SIDS, has been completely dispelled [35]. There is thus a need to seek novel approaches to create novel pillars of sustainable tourism or capitalise on less popular market niches. Exploring this line of thought, Korez-Vide [36] extols the importance of culture-based creativity as a driver for sustainable tourism development. Through a model of sustainable creative tourism, Korez-Vide [36] sought to achieve proper socio-economic and environmental balance, a hallmark feature of sustainability.

However, it is to be noted that there has been a relentless rise in urbanisation ever since the industrial revolution. Already, more than half of the world’s population is a city-dweller despite the fact that cities are major polluters and contribute very little to the creation of resources [37]. With the parallel rise in urban tourism, there can be a very unsustainable outcome that can fracture the social integrity of cities [38]. Nonetheless, urban tourism has also been perceived as a major driver for economic growth [39], and there are studies that recommend further research into the dynamics of urban tourism owing to its huge impact upon city dwellers and infrastructure [40–42]. Della Lucia et al. [43] highlight the relative lack of analysis about how cities can capitalise on their cultural heritage to promote sustainable tourism development. This begs the question of how cities in SIDSs cope with the need for better management whilst seeking novel pillars of economic development in this digital era. To this end, this study seeks to bridge this gap in knowledge by proposing smart tourism as a new pillar for Allam and Newman’s redefined smart city paradigm [17].

3. Theoretical Background

3.1. Smart Cities

Joss et al. [44] highlight the ubiquitous presence of the smart city in literature, but acknowledge a lack of consensual definition of the same. The smart city paradigm is being hailed in the literature as the application of the IoT coupled with big data capture and analyses leading to data-backed governance [45–47]. The smart city paradigm is also being hailed as being most relevant to best practice in urban management [44]. Digitally-enhanced cities are being put forward and are being hailed as exemplar solutions to the contemporary ailments of urban areas, enticing urban citizens to aspire to ‘construct’ more sustainable and liveable cities [48–52]. However, the development of smart cities from the ground up, as is the ongoing practice in Mauritius, may lead to a business drain and cultural erosion from existing cities in the immediate vicinity of mushrooming smart cities [17,53]. To break away from these corporate-led smart city development in green fields, Allam and Newman [17] proposed a novel smart city framework (Figure 1) for existing cities, which aims at capitalising on the human dimension while reducing urban metabolism and enhancing liveability.

Such a model lays emphasis on urban sustainability in triggering investment in cultural heritage [54], and the development of creative industries [55]. Allam [4] applied this model together with findings of a focused group study to propose a smart urban regeneration for the city of Port Louis. This city, the capital of Mauritius, hosts major governing and judicial bodies together with business activities of the island nation through the only trade port of the island. The proposed smart urban regeneration scheme (Figure 2) relies on pillars of smart infrastructure, culture, metabolism, and governance.
This framework also aims at curbing the effects of urban decay that might occur to existing cities facing uneven competition from highly incentivised new-corporate led smart cities. To increase their competitiveness, economic resilience, and liveability within a sustainable base, existing cities need to adapt and find new pillars of economy or explore existing pillars under a new light. In the case of Port Louis, it is already a major tourist attraction in Mauritius and previous studies already evidence that through the right governance, the city could actually be revamped through adoption of a smart city framework as defined by [4]. So, why not through smart tourism?

3.2. Smart Tourism

Smart tourism relates to the use of large data inputs coupled with technological outputs used by people for responding to changing environments or situations [56]. Although the concept of being ‘smart’ has been essentially associated with cities towards optimising the use of technology for achieving effective resource management, liveability, sustainability, and enhanced governance [8,57], its association with tourism relates to all these dimensions in an intricate manner [57]. Despite most research relating smart tourism to the use of Information and Communications Technology (ICT) [58–60] and Internet of things [61,62], there is need to distinguish between the conceptual ideology
of smart tourism and the actual framework for smart tourism destination(s). The latter being actual cities which have invested in infrastructural upgrades to cater for the tech-savvy tourist.

Gretzel, Sigala, Xiang, and Koo [57] explain smart tourism as being multi-layered in dimension with the connecting thread being the ICT core (Figure 3). The three main pillars of their model are the smart experience, the smart business ecosystem, and the smart destination linked to data analysis through collection, exchange, and processing.

![Figure 3. Key components and layers of smart tourism (Source: Gretzel, Sigala, Xiang, and Koo [57]).](image)

The focus of the smart dimension in their model is the ubiquitous application of ICT and IoT to urban infrastructure to facilitate the tourist’s experience through a digital platform. For instance, Barcelona, in Spain, offers interactive bus shelters that not only provide easy access to information to tourists, but also allow them the ability to recharge their mobile devices. Another example includes Brisbane, in Australia, which hosts hotspots that relays information to tourists [57], or Geelong, in Australia, that offers free Wi-Fi service with add on tourism apps to all visitors and city users. The smart experience highlights the essential role of the tourist from a social point of view. Here, the onus lies on both usage and contribution to data-backed services. The urban ICT-backed infrastructure and the tourist’s smart experience contribute to the smart business ecosystem, which Gretzel, Sigala, Xiang, and Koo [57] describe as public–private collaboration leading to the setting-up and maintenance of resources that ensures a smart experience within a smart destination.

Lamsfus, Martin, Alzua-Sorzabal, and Torres-Manzanera [60] explored the smart destination ICT infrastructure and designed an architectural framework for the latter (Figure 4). This model consists of three core modules of a mobile web content editor, context-aware, and mobile analytics platform, which together links tourism service providers/ICT companies and visitors. The key focus is to design and provide tailor-made web-based services for the tourist and gather their responses to continue to upgrade on the service.

![Figure 4. Architecture for smart destination Information and Communications Technology (ICT) infrastructure (Source: Lamsfus, Martin, Alzua-Sorzabal, and Torres-Manzanera [60]).](image)
From a conceptual point of view, Boes, Buhalis, and Inversini [59] provide a framework for a smart tourism destination (Figure 5). This model draws from case studies of Barcelona, Amsterdam, and Helsinki as smart destinations. These authors extol the need for strong and committed leadership within the hallmark dimensions of entrepreneurship and innovation to bring forth enhanced social capital that will cater for optimised liveability.

4. Discussion

Port Louis can ‘leap frog’ into the 21st century through the novel concept of smart tourism. As Ramkissoon and Nunkoo [63] pointed out, the right governance drive together with an inclusive approach with the city residents will provide a conducive environment for tourism development. Building from the findings of Boes, Buhalis, and Inversini [59]; Gretzel, Sigala, Xiang, and Koo [57]; Lamsfus, Martín, Alzua-Sorzabal, and Torres-Manzanera [60]; and Allam and Newman [18], the proposed smart tourism pillar rests on key indicators of (i) smart infrastructure, (ii) smart business, (iii) governance, and (iv) urban metabolism, as depicted in Figure 6.

Figure 5. Framework for smart tourism destination (Source: Boes, Buhalis, and Inversini [59]).

Figure 6. Proposed dimensions for smart tourism for Port Louis (Illustration sourced by authors).
Smart infrastructure forms the core of smart tourism whereby Internet of things coupled with smart devices can enhance the overall experience of the visitor. However, ‘smartness’ is all about the interlinking of smart devices with the right service provider at the right time for the correct purpose [64]. This experience needs to be as close as possible to real-time data analysis and sharing through appropriate algorithms in a bid to ensure better outcomes [65]. To this end, there is need to establish a tailor-made ICT infrastructure whereby mobile contents are contextualized together with a clearly defined mobile analytics platform [60]. Nonetheless, before inherent development of the ICT infrastructure, there is need to shortlist businesses that will be needed to make Port Louis a smart tourist destination. Buhalis and Amaranggana [58] hail the ‘6A’s of tourism destinations that contribute to success as being:

1. Attractions (e.g., physical landmarks, culture, parks);
2. Accessibility (e.g., transportation services);
3. Amenities (e.g., leisure, accommodation, food);
4. Available packages (e.g., service bundles);
5. Activities;
6. Ancillary services (e.g., postal services, banks, hospitals).

All businesses linked to the 6As should be linked to ICT infrastructure. Such ubiquitous use of IoT and smart devices calls for better cyber security [66], hence the need for appropriate governance. The genesis of a new smart destination needs to have a leader to actively engage with local inhabitants and to ensure the monitoring of plans in a bid to ensure smooth implementation and appropriate flow of data with an emphasis on accountability and transparency [58]. To ensure that Port Louis caters for the liveability of all inhabitants and visitors while maintaining high standards for sustainability, the urban metabolism of the city should be closely monitored. This will provide feedback for corrective mechanisms to gear up in an event of unsustainability.

5. Conclusions

This paper builds on the redefined smart city framework advocated by Allam and Newman [17], and explores the possibility of adding smart tourism as a novel pillar to it. Tourism is being considered because it directly contributes greatly to both the economic and societal dimensions of a city. As such, the proposed model also dwells on Allam’s urban regeneration scheme for the city of Port Louis and proposes smart tourism as a key pillar for the city. The smart tourism pillar being proposed is supported by key drivers of smart infrastructure, smart business, metabolism, and governance while integrating the role of ICT and technologies inherent to the smart city concepts. The city of Port Louis has been considered as in links to the previous works of Allam and Newman [17], where the core purpose of a redefined smart city paradigm is the need to promote liveability and to capitalise on cultural and historical dimensions of the city. Port Louis is the capital city of Mauritius with a rich cultural and historical background together with the fact that it is one of the most visited tourist cities of the island.
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